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Abstract. Searching for binary partition of attribute domains is an important
task in Data Mining, particularly in decision tree methods. The most important
advantage of decision tree methods are based on compactness and clearness of
presented knowledge and high accuracy of classification. In case of large data tables,
the existing decision tree induction methods often show to be inefficient in both
computation and description aspects. The disadvantage of standard decision tree
methods is also their instability, i.e., small deviation of data perhaps cause a total
change of decision tree. We present the novel ”soft discretization” methods using
”soft cuts” instead of traditional ”crisp” (or sharp) cuts. This new concept allows to
generate more compact and stable decision trees with high classification accuracy.
We also present an efficient method for soft cut generation from large data bases.
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Introduction

The main step in methods of decision tree construction is to fine optimal partitions of the set of objects. The problem of searching for optimal partitions
of real value attributes, defined by so called cuts, has been studied by many
authors (see e.g. [1,2,10],[4]), where optimization criteria are defined by e.g.
height of the obtained decision tree, the number of cuts or the classification
accuracy of decision tree on new unseen objects. In general, all those problems are hard from computational point of view. Hence numerous heuristics
have been investigated to develop approximate solutions of these problems.
One of the major tasks of these heuristics is to define approximate measures
estimating the quality of extracted cuts. In rough set and Boolean reasoning based methods, the quality is defined by the number of pairs of objects
discerned by the partition.
One can mention some problems occurring in existing decision tree induction algorithms. The first is related to efficiency of searching for optimal
partition of real value attributes assuming that the large data table is represented in relational data base. Using straightforward approach to the optimal
partition selection (with respect to a given measure), the number of necessary
queries is of order O(N ), where N is the number of pre-assumed partitions of
the searching space. In such case, even the linear complexity is not acceptable
because of the time needed for one step. The critical factor for time complexity of algorithms solving the discussed problem is the number of simple SQL

queries like SELECT COUNT FROM ... WHERE attribute BETWEEN ...
(related to some interval of attribute values) necessary to construct such
partitions. Moreover, the existing (traditional) methods are using crisp conditions for object discerning. This can lead to misclassification of new objects
which are, e.g., close to the separating boundary, and this fact can provide
to low quality of new object classification.
The first problem is a big challenge for data mining researchers. Almost
all existing methods are based on sampling technique, i.e., building a decision
tree for small, randomly chosen subset of data, and then evaluate the quality
of decision tree for whole data [3]. If the quality of generated decision tree is
not sufficient enough, we have to repeat this step for new sample.
We propose a novel approach based on soft cuts which make possible to
overcome the second problem. Decision trees using soft cuts as test functions
are called soft decision tree. The new approach leads to new efficient strategies
in searching for the best cuts (both soft and crisp cuts) using the whole
data. We show some properties of considered optimization measures allowing
to reduce the size of searching space. Moreover, we prove that using only
O(log N ) simple queries, one can construct the partition very close to optimal.

2

Basic notions

An information system [8] is a pair A = (U, A), where U is a non-empty,
finite set called the universe and A is a non-empty finite set of attributes, i.e.,
a : U → Va for a ∈ A, where Va is called the value set of a. Elements of U are
called objects. Two objects x, y ∈ U are said to be discernible by attributes
from A if there exists an attribute a ∈ A such that a(x) 6= a(y).
Any information system of the form A = (U, A ∪ {dec}) is called decision
table where dec ∈
/ A is called decision. Without loss of generality we assume
that Vdec = {1, . . . , d}. Then the set DECk = {x ∈ U : dec(x) = k} will be
called the k th decision class of A for 1 ≤ k ≤ d. Any pair (a, c), where a is
an attribute and c is a real value, is called a cut. We say that ”the cut (a, c)
discerns a pair of objects x, y” if either a(x) < c ≤ a(y) or a(y) < c ≤ a(x).
2.1

Decision tree construction from Decision tables

The decision tree for a given decision table is (in simplest case) a binary
directed tree with test functions (i.e. Boolean functions defined on the information vectors of objects) labeled in internal nodes and decision values
labeled in leaves. In this paper, we consider decision trees using cuts as test
functions. Every cut (a, c) is associated with test function f(a,c) such that
for any object u ∈ U the value of f(a,c) (u) is equal to 1 (true) if and only if
a(u) > c. Every decision tree can be treated as a decision algorithm. The new
object u ∈ U can be classified by a given decision tree as follows: ”We start
from root of decision tree. Let (a, c) be a cut labeling the root. If a (u) > c

we go to the right subtree and if a (u) ≤ c we go to the left subtree of the
decision tree. The process will be continued for any node until we reach any
external node.” The decision tree is called consistent with the decision table
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Fig. 1. Decision tree approach.

A if it classifies properly all objects from A. The decision tree is called optimal with A if it has a smallest height among decision tree consistent with
A. The cut c on attribute a is called optimal cut if (a, c) labels one of internal nodes of optimal decision trees. Developing some decision tree induction
methods [2,10] we should often solve the following problem: ”For a given set
of candidate cuts {c1 , ..., cN } on an attribute a, find a cut ci belonging to the
set of optimal cuts with highest probability”. Usually, we use some measure
(or quality functions) F : {c1 , ..., cN } → R to estimate the quality of cuts.
For a given measure F , the straightforward algorithm should compute the
values of F for all cuts: F (c1 ), .., F (cN ). The cut cBest which optimizes the
value of function F is selected as the result of searching process. The typical
algorithm for decision tree induction can be described as follows:
1. For a given set of objects U , select a cut (a, cBest ) of high quality among
all possible cuts and all attributes;
2. Induce a partition U1 , U2 of U by (a, cBest ) ;
3. Recursively apply Step 1 to both sets U1 , U2 of objects until some stopping condition is satisfied.
We consider the set of all relevant cuts Ca = {c1 , ..., cN } on an attribute a.
Definition 1. The d-tuple of integers hx1 , ..,xd i is called class distribution
of the set of objects X ⊂ U iff xk = card(X ∩ DECk ) for k ∈ {1, ..., d}. If the
set of objects X is defined by X = {u ∈ U : p ≤ a(u) < q} for some p, q ∈ R
then the class distribution of X is called the class distribution in [p; q).
In next sections we recall the most frequently used measures for decision tree
induction like ”Entropy Measure” and ”Discernibitity Measure”, respectively.

Entropy measure uses class-entropy as a criterion to evaluate the list of
best cuts which together with the attribute domain induce the desired intervals. The class information entropy of the set of N objects X with class
distribution hN1 , ..., Nd i, where N1 + ... + Nd = N , is defined by Ent(X) =
Pd N
N
− j=1 Nj log Nj . Hence, the entropy of the partition induced by a cut point
c on attribute a is defined by
|UL |
|UR |
Ent (UL ) +
Ent (UR )
n
n

E (a, c; U ) =

where {UL , UR } is a partition of U defined by c. For a given feature a, the cut
cmin which minimizes the entropy function over all possible cuts is selected see
Figure 2. The methods based on information entropy are reported in [2,10].
  




 




  








  








  








 























































































































































Fig. 2. The illustration of Entropy measure (left) discernibility measure(right) for
the same data set. On horizontal axes: ID of consequent cuts; on vertical axes:
values of corresponding measures

Discernibility measure is based on Rough Set and Boolean reasoning
approach. Intuitively, energy of the set of objects X ⊂ U can be defined by
the number of pairs of objects from X to be discerned called conf lict(X). Let
hN1 , ..., Nd i be a class
P distribution of X, then conf lict(X) can be computed
by conf lict(X) = i<j Ni Nj . The cut c which divides the set of objects U
into U1 , and U2 is evaluated by
W (c) = conf lict(U ) − conf lict(U1 ) − conf lict(U2 )
i.e. the more is number of pairs of objects discerned by the cut (a, c), the
larger is chance that c can be chosen to the optimal set of cut. This algorithm
is called Maximal-Discernibility heuristics or the MD-heuristics for decision
tree construction. Figures 2 illustrate the values of Entropy and Discernibility
functions over set of possible cuts on one of attributes of SatImage data. One
can see that the cuts preferred by both measures are quite similar. The high
accuracy of decision trees constructed by using discernibility measure and
their comparison with Entropy-based methods has been reported in [4].

2.2

Soft cuts

We have presented so far decision tree methods working with cuts treated as
sharp classifiers such, that real values are partitioned by them into disjoint
intervals. One can observe that in some situations objects which are close
one to other, can be treated as very different. In this section we introduce
some notions of soft cuts which discern two given values if those values are
far enough from the cut. The formal definition of soft cuts is following:
Definition 2. A soft cut is any triple p = ha, l, ri, where a ∈ A is an attribute, l, r ∈ < are called the left and right bounds of p (l ≤ r); the value
ε = r−l
2 is called the uncertain radius of p. We say that a soft cut p discerns
pair of objects x1 , x2 if a (x1 ) < l and a (x2 ) > r.
The intuitive meaning of p = ha, l, ri is such that there is a real cut
somewhere between l and r. So we are not sure where one can place the real
cut in the interval [l, r]. Hence for any value v ∈ [l, r] we are not able to check
if v is either on the left side or on the right side of the real cut. Then we say
that the interval [l, r] is an uncertain interval of the soft cut p. Any normal
cut can be treated as soft cut of radius equal to 0.
Any set of soft cuts splits the real axis into intervals of two categories: the
intervals corresponding to new nominal values and the intervals of uncertain
values called boundary regions. The problem of searching for minimal set of
soft cuts with a given uncertain radius can be solved in a similar way to the
case of sharp cuts. We propose some heuristic for this problem in the last
section of the paper. The problem becomes more complicated if we want to
obtain as small as possible set of soft cuts with the radius as large as possible.
We will discuss this problem in the next paper.
2.3

Soft Decision Tree

The test functions defined by cuts can be Here we propose two strategies
being modifications of that method by using described above soft cuts (fuzzy
separated cuts). They are called fuzzy decision tree and rough decision tree.
In fuzzy decision tree method instead of checking the condition a (u) > c
we have to check how strong is hypothesis that u is on the left or right side of
the cut (a, c). This condition can be expressed by µL (u) and µR (u), where
µL and µR are membership function of left and right intervals (respectively).
The values of those membership functions can be treated as a probability
distribution of u in the node labeled by soft cut (a, c − ε, c + ε). Then one
can compute the probability of the event that object u is reaching a leaf. The
decision for u is equal to decision labeling the leaf with largest probability.
In the case of rough decision tree, when we are not able to decide to
turn left or right (the value a(u) is too close to c) we do not distribute the
probability to children of considered node. We have to compare their answers
taking into account the numbers of supported by them objects. The answer
with most number of supported objects is a decision of given object.

3

Searching for best cuts in large data tables

In this section we present the efficient approach to searching for optimal cuts
in large data tables. There are modifications of our MD-heuristic described
in previous sections. We describe some techniques which have been presented
in previous papers (see [5]).
3.1

Tail cuts can be eliminated

In [5] we have shown the following techniques for irrelevant cut eliminating.
For given set of candidate cuts Ca = {c1 , .., cN } on a such that c1 < c2 ... <
cN , by median of the k th decision class we mean the cut c ∈ Ca which minimizes the value |Lk −Rk |. The median of the k th decision class will be denoted
by M edian(k). Let cmin = mini {M edian(i)} and cmax = maxi {M edian(i)}.
We have shown in [5] the following theorem.
Theorem 1 The quality function W : {c1 ,..,cN } → N defined over the set
of cuts is increasing in {c1 , ..., cmin } and decreasing in {cmax , ..., cN }. Hence
cBest ∈ {cmin , ..., cmax }
This property is interesting because one can use only O(d log N ) queries to
determine the medians of decision classes by using Binary Search Algorithm.
Hence the tail cuts can be eliminated by using using O(d log N ) SQL queries.
Let us also observe that if all decision classes have similar medians then
almost all cuts can be eliminated.
3.2

Divide and Conquer Strategy

The main idea is to apply the ”divide and conquer” strategy to determine the
best cut cBest ∈ {c1 , ..., cn } with respect to a given quality function. First
we divide the set of possible cuts into k intervals (e.g. k = 2, 3, ..). Then
we choose the interval to which the best cut may belong with the highest
probability. We will use some approximating measures to predict the interval
which probably contains the best cut with respect to discernibility measure.
This process is repeated until the considered interval consists of one cut. Then
the best cut can be chosen between all visited cuts.
The problem arises how to define the measure evaluating the quality of the interval [cL ; cR ] having class distributions: hL1 , ..., Ld i in (−∞; cL ); hM1 , ..., Md i
in [cL ; cR ); and hR1 , ..., Rd i in [cR ; ∞). This measure should estimate the
quality of the best cut among those belonging to the interval [cL ; cR ].
In previous papers (see [5,7]) we proposed the following measures to estimate the quality of the best cut in [cL ; cR ]
Eval ([cL ; cR ]) =

W (cL ) + W (cR ) + conf lict([cL ; cR ])
+∆
2

(1)

where the value of ∆ is defined by:
[W (cR ) − W (cL )]2
(in the dependent model)
8 · conf lict([cL ; cR ])
p
∆ = α · D2 (W (c))
for some α ∈ [0; 1]; (in the independent model)

∆=

The choice of ∆ and the value of parameter α from [0; 1] can be tuned in
learning process or are given by expert. One can see that to determine the
value Eval ([cL ; cR ]) we need only O(d) simple SQL queries of the form:
SELECT COUNT
FROM data_table
WHERE (a BETWEEN c_L AND c_R) GROUPED BY d.
3.3

Local and Global Search

We present two strategies of searching for the best cut using formula 1 called
local and global search. In local search algorithm, first we discover the best
cuts on every attribute separately. Then we compare them to find out the
global best one. The details of local algorithm can be described as follows:
Algorithm 1: Searching for semi-optimal cut
Parameters: k ∈ N and α ∈ [0; 1].
Input: attribute a; the set of candidate cuts Ca = {c1 , .., cN } on a;
Output: The optimal cut c ∈ Ca
begin
Lef t ← min; Right ← max; {see Theorem 1}
while (Lef t < Right)
1.Divide [Lef t; Right] into k intervals with equal length by (k + 1) boundary
points i.e.
Right − Lef t
pi = Lef t + i ∗
;
k
for i = 0, .., k.
2.For i = 1, .., k compute Eval([cpi−1 ; cpi ], α) using Formula (1). Let
[pj−1 ; pj ] be the interval with maximal value of Eval(.);
3.Lef t ← pj−1 ; Right ← pj ;
endwhile;
Return the cut cLef t ;
end

Hence the number of queries necessary for running our algorithm is of order
O(dk logk N ). In practice we set k = 3 because the function f (k) = dk logk N
has minimum over positive integers for k = 3. For k > 2, instead choosing the

best interval [pi−1 ; pi ], one can select the best union [pi−m ; pi ] of m consecutive intervals in every step for a predefined parameter m < k. The modified
algorithm needs more – but still of order O(log N ) – simple questions only.
The global strategy is searching for the best cut over all attributes. At the
beginning, the best cut can belong to every attribute, hence for each attribute
we keep the interval in which the best cut can be found (see Theorem 1), i.e.
we have a collection of all potential intervals
Interval Lists = {(a1 , l1 , r1 ), (a2 , l2 , r2 ), ..., (ak , lk , rk )}
Next we iteratively run the following procedure
• remove the interval I = (a, cL , cR ) having highest probability of containing the best cut (using Formula 1);
• divide interval I into smaller ones I = I1 ∪ I2 ... ∪ Ik ;
• insert I1 , I2 , ..., Ik to Interval Lists.
This iterative step can be continued until we have one–element interval or
the time limit of searching algorithm is exhausted. This strategy can be
simply implemented using priority queue to store the set of all intervals,
where priority of intervals is defined by Formula 1.
3.4

Example

We consider a randomly generated data table consisting of 12000 records. Objects are classified into 3 decision classes with the distribution h5000, 5600, 1400i,
respectively. One real value attribute has been selected and N = 500 cuts
on its domain has generated class distributions as shown in Figure 3. The
medians of three decision classes are c166 , c414 and c189 , respectively. The median of every decision class has been determined by binary search algorithm
using log N = 9 simple queries. Applying Theorem 1 we conclude that it is
enough to consider only cuts from {c166 , ..., c414 }. Thus 251 cuts have been
eliminated by using 27 simple queries only.
In Figure 3 we show the graph of W (ci ) for i ∈ {166, ..., 414} and we
illustrated the outcome of application of our algorithm to the reduce set of
cuts for k = 2 and ∆ = 0. First the cut c290 is chosen and it is necessary
to determine to which of the intervals [c166 , c290 ] and [c290 , c414 ] the best
cut belongs. The values of function Eval on these intervals is computed:
Eval([c166 , c290 ]) = 23927102, Eval([c290 , c414 ]) = 24374685. Hence, the best
cut is predicted to belong to [c290 , c414 ] and the search process is reduced to
the interval [c290 , c414 ]. The above procedure is repeated recursively until the
selected interval consists of single cut only. For our example, the best cut c296
has been successfully selected by our algorithm. In general the cut selected
by the algorithm is not necessarily the best. However, numerous experiments
on different large data sets shown that the cut c∗ returned by the algorithm
∗
)
· 100% is about 99.9%).
is close to the best cut cBest (i.e. WW(c(c
Best )
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Fig. 3. Distributions for decision classes 1, 2, 3 and graph of W (ci ) for i ∈
{166, .., 414}

3.5

Searching for soft cuts

One can modify the Algorithm 1 presented in the previous section to determine ”soft cuts” in large data bases. The modification is based on changing
the stop condition. In every iteration of the Algorithm 1, the current interval
[Lef t; Right] is divided equally into k smaller intervals and the best smaller
interval will be chosen as the current interval. In the modified algorithm one
can either select one of smaller intervals as the current interval or stop the
algorithm and return the current interval as a result.
Intuitively, the Divide and Conquer Algorithm is stopped and results the
interval [cL ; cR ] if the following conditions hold:
• The class distribution in [cL ; cR ] is too stable, i.e. there is no sub-interval
of [cL ; cR ] which is considerably better than [cL ; cR ] him self;
• The interval [cL ; cR ] is sufficiently small, i.e. it contains a small number
of cuts;

• The interval [cL ; cR ] does not contain too much objects; (because the
large number of uncertain objects cans result in larger decision tree and
then prolongs the time of decision tree construction)

4

Conclusions

The problem of optimal binary partition of continuous attribute domain for
large data sets stored in relational data bases has been investigated. We show
that one can reduce the number of simple queries from O(N ) to O(log N )
to construct the partition very close to the optimal one. We plan to extend
these results for other measures.
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